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Steering Group Datasheet

The Professional PLM Initiative

The Professional PLM Initiative is a collaborative, industry-wide movement that aims to establish
a single, internationally-recognised profession for PLM practitioners in all countries and in all
parts of the industry.

This will enhance the profile of PLM amongst other business disciplines; define standardised
levels of expertise; and provide a worldwide voice for PLM development.  It will also raise the
overall standard of PLM implementation by creating a neutral model of best practice.

The Foundation Stage covers a programme of activity that will build an international platform for
this to happen, and the Steering Group provides high-level guidance and oversight.

Mission

The Mission of the Initiative is to raise PLM onto the same level as
existing professions, by bringing together PLM practitioners from around
the world to form a single, global Professional Body that will support and
maintain the discipline into the long-term future.

The Steering Group

The Steering Group has formed for the Foundation Stage of the Professional PLM Initiative,
which extends into 2021.  While the group is now running, additional members are welcome so
that the group achieves and maintains a global perspective.

The Steering Group provides an independent, high-level viewpoint that represents the voice of
real PLM user, vendor and advisor companies.  Members of the Steering Group have oversight
and use of all of the new material, and set the direction and targets that the Professional PLM
Initiative will achieve.

This is a forum in which PLM user and supplier organisations can come together and work
constructively to determine the future of the PLM industry.  Members of the Steering Group are
PLM practitioners who want to improve PLM for themselves, their organisations and for the
general good of the industry.
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What is a Steering Group Member?

 A representative of a leading user, vendor, consultancy or educational
organisation in the world of PLM;

 Able to collaborate with other advanced PLM practitioners;

 Has the foresight to see the value of PLM Professionalism on a global scale; and,

 Willing to share knowledge and experience with other Steering Group Members
to guide the Initiative.

Why Participate?

Being on the Steering Group enables you to influence this Initiative at an early stage to maximise
benefits for your company.  As a key player in the Initiative, you will be able to get its results more
closely tailored to your company's exact needs.

 Influence the Professional PLM Initiative at its formative stage;

 Enable your company to get benefits from the Initiative as soon as possible, by
being on the inside track;

 Gain insights into the professional capabilities of your own internal and external staff;

 Demonstrate your role as a leader of the PLM community;

 Create connections with other PLM thought leaders;

 Maintain oversight of the Initiative as it builds its industry framework; and,

 Help shape the future of PLM.

Benefits of Participation

Detailed benefits include:-

Be part of the PLM 'collaboration engine' that the Steering Group creates;

Understand your PLM training and personal development needs, now and into
the future;

Make use of new deliverables such as the PLM Body of Knowledge and
definitions of Best Practice;

Leverage the Initiative to fix the most important PLM problems you are facing;

Influence the overall direction of PLM in constructive collaboration with vendors,
service providers and advisors; and,

Validate your Digital/IoT Strategy, and establish PLM correctly within it.
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Professional PLM - Current Shortfalls

What we don't have today is a clear career path for PLM practitioners. There is no agreement
about:-

 what a PLM Professional should know

 the specific skills and experience that a PLM Professional should have

 the tools a PLM Professional should be able to use

 the different PLM Professional roles and job titles

 what constitutes a senior PLM Professional

 how to evaluate a candidate for a PLM position

how to demonstrate PLM expertise

This creates a tremendous overhead for user companies, who have to train and develop their
PLM staff from scratch without any defined syllabus or certified external training providers.  For
large corporations planning for the future, it is a continual challenge to ensure that in 5 years’ time
there will be enough skilled people to run PLM properly.

In contrast, with a PLM Profession, skill levels are raised; PLM practitioners are enthused; companies
hire the PLM resource that they actually need; vendors and service providers can effortlessly
demonstrate their qualifications; and academic institutions can raise the standard of their training and
education.

One PLM World

The Professional Body will formally determine the syllabus and best practice for PLM for the
whole industry.  This will generate a single body of knowledge and expertise that can be used
internationally, and bridge the regional and continental gaps that currently exist between
America, Europe, India and the rest of world.

Organisations will be able to hire with confidence, and deploy their PLM specialists in any part of
the world knowing that they will be fully effective there.  Integrators and consultants may be
chosen on the basis of their certified PLM capabilities, and not the part of the world they come
from.

PLM practitioners will be sure that their training and career path is based on an international body
of knowledge that will be applicable wherever they work.  True mobility of PLM expertise is at the
heart of PLM, and the Initiative will bring together one professional world.

Initiative Reach

During its two-year genesis the Professional PLM Initiative has reached around 200 user
companies in 33 of the world's manufacturing countries, as well as all of the main PLM vendors
and over 100 integrators and consultants.

This is an unprecedented opportunity to integrate the worldwide PLM community, and expand the
market for and take-up of PLM.  Joining the Steering Group puts you right at the centre of these
new developments in the PLM industry.
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Join the Steering Group

The Foundation Stage covers the fundamentals of professionalism.  It sets the scope and
parameters of the Initiative and the plan towards the future profession.  Everything is provided by
the PLMIG, from briefing documentation through to direct feedback with each Member to capture
their own views.

The Steering Group is entirely open, and organisations of any type and from any country are
encouraged to join.  Membership is open and equal in all respects.

To join the Steering Group, simply take part in the Foundation Stage meeting series.

Getting Up To Speed

New participants are welcome to join at any time during the Foundation Stage.  Participation is by
organisation, with a lead point of contact and up to 3 colleagues who can represent their company
as a team.

On Registration, the PLMIG will provide copies of the Summary Documents for the Meetings that
have already taken place, together with an overview of ongoing progress.  A webex discussion can
also be arranged with all of the individuals who will represent the organisation on the Steering
Group, in order to explain the background and to capture their views about the direction that the
Initiative is taking.

There is no legal or practical obligation or liability arising from Steering Group Membership.
Membership will terminate automatically at the end of the Foundation Stage, by which time the
Steering Group will have agreed its own structure and constitution for future progress.

Funding

Participating organisations pay a fee of €3450 / £3000 / $3850 to fund the Steering Group
activity.  This covers all of the support work of the PLMIG and all of the meeting participation
through to the end of the Foundation Stage.  The time required is about 3-4 days in the year.
Meetings are held by webex, so there are no travel or other expenses.

This makes Membership of the Steering Group comparable to attending a trade show, but with
many times the impact.  It can equate to less than $1000 per event, or as little as $320 per seat.

Registration is required for administration and confidentiality purposes.

How to Register

Visit the Professional PLM web site for full details of the Steering Group1 and for a Registration
Form2.  Or contact Roger Tempest at steering@professionalplm.org or on +44 1865 880495.

1 http://www.professionalplm.org/welcprofessionalplmsteering.shtml#plmprfsghead
2 http://www.professionalplm.org/welcprofessionalplmparticipation.shtml#prfpartsg
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